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ABSTRACT
The different computer networks whether wired or wireless are becoming more popular with its high
security aspect. Different security algorithms and technique are using to avoid any aforementioned attacks.
One of these technique is a cryptography technique that makes the data as unreadable during the transfer
hence; there is no chance to reclaim the information. Presently, most of the users are using various media
types and internet to transfer the data but, it has the chance to retrieve the data by using these media types.
The perfect solution for this problem is to provide security on time-to-time basis; this stage is always
significant to the security related community discussions. This paper explains the comparison between the
run time of three different encryption algorithms which are DES, AES and Blowfish The compression
includes using different modes, data block size and different operation modes. As a result, Blowfish
algorithm followed by AES take less time for running compared to DES.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Real time applications (RTA) are a set of technologies that are used to allow multimedia, such as
voice calls, videoconferences to transfer the data from sender to receiver through the Internet
Protocol (IP). There are many reasons that help to appear such services like the low of cost.
Consequently, many companies enroll to this market and develop several of system that are
provide a good quality of service. Recently, the computer and internet network has developing and
that allow to multimedia to be the best choice for most of people to contact.

Sensitive information, financial transactions and political meetings are an example of data
that must have a high level of security. The cryptography system technique has long been
used to ensure this sensitive information can be transmitted in a way that protects them when
they are transported through an unsecured network (e.g. the internet).
To protect the stored data in computing systems, using different security techniques is highly
required such as encryption and decryption technique. By using this security everyone can easily
protect their stored data in computers and during transmission process. For example, data cannot
be read or observed by any other persons with permission. By implementing passwords and data
encryption techniques, many computers will be secured. Translation of data into a form is called as
Data encryption. This is incoherent without a decode mechanism. A password is a secret word or
phrase that gives a user access to a particular program or system [1][2].
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Security techniques are also named as information security. It is able to implement for computers
and networks. Cryptography system is very important to transmit different types of data through
unsecure network such as Internet. Encryption and decryptions are the process that done to move
the data from the sender to receiver but by using a secret key. The procedure of changing the
plain text into cipher text is called as an encryption algorithm. This process is done during the
transfer the data through vulnerable channels and secret key is even used in encryption for the
process of conversion. On the other hand, the process of changing the cipher text into a plain text
is called as decryption algorithm. The procedure accomplished using the secret key. Plain text is
the original text before encryption. After entered a secret key to the plain text, it becomes a cipher
text. The basic aspect of the symmetric algorithm is a secret key, which is used in both decryption
and encryption techniques. But, it needs to maintain secret to avoid the middle attacks to retrieve
the information. The cryptography technique is classified into two types: Asymmetric Algorithm
and Symmetric Algorithm Converting the plaint text into the cipher text by using secret key is
called encryption [3][4][5].
This paper explains the description of symmetric cryptography algorithm survey, performance
analysis and symmetric encryption algorithm between three of the most common algorithms
which are DES, AES and Blowfish. They are implemented in Java to compare the performance
by using different data block size and the standard key length.

2. CRYPTOGRAPHY:
Encryption and decryption systems are defined as a set of algorithms that convert plain text data by
using an agreement key for the cipher text in the sender side (encryption). The decryption process
is done on the receiver side by extracting the key from the data to obtain the plain text again. The
encryption method is considered strong due to several factors: the initialization vectors, the length
and secrecy of the key, the algorithm, and how all of these function simultaneously. Strength, in
terms of encryption, generally signifies the level of difficulty by which it is possible to decipher the
key or algorithm. Thus, decoding a key must involve processing a large number of probable values
in order to attain a value which can be employed so as to decrypt or decode a particular message.
In other words, non-repudiation services, authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity can be
provided by means of a cryptosystem. The basic types of cryptographic systems are symmetric
keys, also called secret keys, or asymmetric keys, also called public keys (see next section) [3][5].

Figure1: Encryption and decryption process.
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2.1 The basic types of cryptographic system:
The basic types of cryptographic systems are symmetric keys, also called secret keys, or
asymmetric keys, also called public keys. The idea behind symmetric key systems is for both the
sender and the recipient to have the same key. The sender uses this key in order to encode or
encrypt the information or data, and once more, the recipient utilizes it in order to decrypt the
information or the data[3][6][7]. Figure below shows the Symmetric key:

Figure2: Symmetric technique.

On the other hand, asymmetric cryptographic systems are believed to be far more adaptable and
compliant. Normally, each user holds a public key as well as a private key. Therefore, one key is
used in order to encrypt or encode messages while the other key is utilized to decrypt or decode
the messages [3][6][7]. The figure below shows the asymmetric key procedure.

Figure 3: Asymmetric key

3. BLOCK CIPHER VS. STREAM CIPHER
Block and stream ciphers are considered as symmetric ciphers. In fact, stream ciphers are based
on producing an "unlimited" cryptographic keystream and applying it to encrypt a bit or byte
simultaneously. Conversely, block ciphers operate concurrently on larger pieces of data that is,
blocks, frequently joining blocks in order to provide extra security.
The stream cipher idea is simply to divide the text into relatively unit by unit to allow every block
encoding to be based on numerous preceding blocks. The concept of a block cipher is to divide
the text into fairly bulky blocks, for instance, 128 bits, then to encode every block individually.
Normally, each block encoding is based on at the maximum a block of the former ones. The key
remains unchanged when applied with every block [8][9].
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4. MODE OF OPERATION:
Modes of operations are the algorithms used in a cryptography system with a block cipher
technique to provide security requirements, such as confidentiality and authenticity. The modes
identify the way that data will be encrypted. The standard modes are the Electronic Codebook
(ECB) mode, the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, the Cipher Feedback (CFB) mode, and the
Output Feedback (OFB) mode [10][11][12].
A. Electronic codebook (ECB):
ECB is a raw cipher that was published in 1981; it provides confidentiality and does not use IV.
The main concept of this mode is to split the message into fixed-length blocks and encrypt each
block independently. In this operation mode, the data are divided into 64-bit blocks, which are
encrypted one at a time. For example, if data are transmitted along the network and any
transmission occurs, it will affect only the blocks that contain the error. The blocks should be
rearranged, and then the data sent. The greatest disadvantages of this encryption technique are,
first, problems being encountered when protecting the affected data from the attack, and second,
this mode being less effective when compared to the remaining modes. However, it is fast and easy
to implement compared with the other modes [10][11][12].

Figure 4: ECB mode encryption and decryption process.

B. Cipher-block chaining (CBC)
The main concept of this mode is that IV is X-ORed with plaintext before encryption and for later
blocks, uses the previous ciphertext as the IV. In order to know the plain text for a particular block,
it is also necessary to know the key and cipher text for the previous block. As the first block is
encrypted but has no previous cipher text, a 64-bit block is used to encrypt the block; this is called
an initialization vector. If any problem occurs during the transmission, the error is forwarded to all
the blocks because each is dependent on the other; thus it will affect the subsequent block. So the
data will not be affected. This operation mode is more secure than the ECB operation mode
[10][11][12].

Figure 5: CBC mode encryption and decryption process.
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C. Cipher feedback (CFB):
In this operation mode, the input data are considered as the blocks of input, but not is not necessary
to store the 64 bits of data. First, the 64 bits are stored in the one block called the shift register.
Then, this shift register is considered as an input in plaintext. This block is already set to some
arbitrary values. This cipher text is then passed through the extra components, called M-boxes. The
M-boxes select only certain bits for encryption. This output is in plaintext. This cipher text is again
fed into the shift register, and it acts as an input for the next block. This process is the same as the
CBC, but additional functionalities are added to this system. If any error occurs, it will affect the
subsequent blocks only. Compared to CBC, its performance is slower because of some added
complex functionalities [10][11][12].

Figure 6: CFB mode encryption and decryption process.

D. Output feedback (OFB)
This operation mode is the same as the CBC but there are slight changes in the system
performance. This takes the input into the shift register and sets it to an arbitrary initial value, and
this is then passed into the algorithms. From there, it is passed into the M-boxes. This is the final
output cipher text. This value is X-ORed with the real plain text, and this is the final output. In
CBC and CFB, if any error occurs, it will affect all the subsequent blocks but when in OFB and
once the shift register has been initialized, it will continue to affect all the blocks of the shift
registers. Because each block output does not depend on the previous block, it will not affect the
remaining blocks. However, it is less secure than the CBC and CFB because only the cipher text
and DES cipher text values are needed to find the original plain text; the key is not required
[10][11][12].

Figure 7: OFB mode encryption and decryption process.
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5. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS:
A.

Data Encryption Standard (DES)

DES is one of the block cipher techniques developed by the National Bureau of Standards in the
USA in 1976. It is used for security purposes to protect sensitive, unclassified, and commercial
data by using the 56-bit key and 64-bit block size [13][14].
B.

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) :

AES technology (Rijndael) is a block cipher symmetric algorithm published in 1997 by NIST for
use instead of DES. Generally, the AES standard allows a block size of 128-bits and selects one
key out of three keys, such as 192, 265 and 128-bit keys. AES is used to provide security for data
by encrypting the original data to the cipher data [15][16].
C.

Blowfish:

This technique has a 64-bit block size and the length ranges from 32-bits to 448-bits. Blowfish is a
16-bit round Feistel cipher and utilizes the large key dependent S-boxes, which are rigid, and each
line allows 32-bits. These S-boxes allow input of up to 8-bits and give an output of up to 32-bits.
Given that the key length of Blowfish can be extended from 38-bits to 448-bits, this provides more
security for data. The 32-bit key input is separated into four 8-bit quarters and uses one-by-one
quarter as inputs[17][18][19].

6. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY, RESULT AND ANALYSIS:
The Java environment was used to evaluate the run time performance of three different types of
encryption algorithms (DES, AES and blowfish) and four different types of operations modes. The
aim of the experiment is to calculate each algorithm’s run time speed efficiency to encrypt and
decrypt many blocks of different sizes of text in different modes of operation. The key size of
DES, AES and blowfish are 56, 128 and 128 respectively. While the block sizes are 64 for DES
and 128 for AES and blowfish. The below figure shows the GUI of the Java program.

Figure 8: GUI of the Java program.
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RESULT AND ANALYSIS:
The experiment has been done to compare between DES, AES and Blowfish which are consider as
symmetric key cryptography algorithms. Different sizes of data blocks and standards key size used
to evaluate the algorithm's run time speed. 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 1000 kb are the data block
size that using in the experiment and the user can choice one of these size or can choice any block
size. The DES key size is 64 and AES and Blowfish are 128 kb.

Figure 9: run time performance speed with ECB mode
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Figure 10: run time performance speed with CBC mode.

CBC requires more processing time than ECB because of its key-chaining feature. However,
compared to ECB, CBC is much better in terms of security.
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Figure 11: run time performance speed with CFP mode.
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Figure 12: run time performance speed with OFB mode.

The OFB mode has a different procedure for the security processes because it uses the XOR
operation, and its cipher output is a key stream so it needs more time compared to previous modes.
Finally, as expected, CFB requires less processing time than does OFP.
CONCLUSION:
Performance of the symmetric encryption algorithms DES, AES and Blowfish has been evaluated
for the different modes (ECB, CBC, CFB, and OFB) of encryption and decryption. Key size for
DES algorithm is fixed as 56 bits, AES and Blowfish algorithms have the key size of 128 bits.
Execution time is evaluated by varying different data sizes of 100,200,300,400,500 and 1000 Kb.
The result shows that Blowfish run time is the fastest algorithm compared to AES and DES.
FUTURE WORK:
In future, the work will extend this project to allow the encryption and decryption of all different
types of data, such as image, sound, and video. Then, a new algorithm will be developed that will
fulfil the QoS requirements.
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